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Complete, including all the songs from Led Zeppelin, Led Zeppelin II, Led Zeppelin III, Led Zeppelin

IV, Houses of the Holy, Presence, Physical Graffiti, In Through the Out Door, and Coda. The

arrangements include all the critical instrumental riffs and figures. Other contents include two guitar

TAB sections, one featuring many of the note-for-note riffs on which the classic Led Zeppelin songs

are based and the other featuring many of Jimmy Page's classic guitar solos; a detailed style

analysis of Jimmy Page; a complete history of the band; and a one-of-a-kind photo gallery. The

book is printed on sturdy premium paper and is comb bound for easy use.
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Look. I'm no stranger to Led Zeppelin Complete books. This is my third. If I could find a copy of the

first one that I had which was released circa. 1980 or earlier, that is the one that I'd recommend

because the tablature was closely supervised by Jimmy Page himself and covered a lot of the

songs that I now want to learn very well. Having said that - this book is OK. I have high expectations

as I have worn out two good ones already. and, although it could be better, its ok and does show

some of the lead breaks to a better degree than my previous completes as well as showing some

stuff off of Presence and Physical Graffiti which the others didn't cover at all. Only three stars

because I wanted to cover the Rain Song and that is not adequately covered. I already play

Stairway to Heaven, but you will probably be disappointed if you want to learn that - except that the

lead break for Stairway is there.



Not complete at all. Only some of the songs are transcribed. Do not puchase this book. Most of it is

in melody and chord name only.If you want a complete led zeppelin songbook set get the Alfred

platinum set. I bought this and sold it immediately. Huge waste of money.

This is poorly written, may as well have written it in crayon. There is little tablature if any for a

majority of the tunes. The whole purpose to order a tablature book is to easily play and learn the

songs. This book is literally going straight into the trash can.

This book has vocal arrangements, but is not tabbed for the most part. Looks like a guitar 'fake'

book. Selected songs have tabbed riffs and solos in the back, but not grouped with their

correspinding songs. Was delivered 2 days early (I live in the Seattle area and bought from a

Seattle area vendor). Arrived in excellent shape for being a used book. I will be using this book to

get the idea of how the songs go, but will not be useful to me for the most part.

Not only is Led Zeppelin my favorite group, gone by, but this was really the only place that I could

find the lyrics to all of their songs. I used to play the piano, which I choose not to anymore, but I

really bought this songbook for the lyrics, not the notes. My rating is (*****), out of a possible 5 (*)'s.

This Zep songbook is nice. The color and type impression are both made in good quality. This also

applies to the paper. The think I didn't like is the plastic comb. This made the book less expensive,

but is necessary take all precautions to keep the book intact. Otherwise, it's ok.

This is one of the best books I have bought. the tab is well written and tht solos are accurate. I

would reccomend this book to any Zep fan. Its a great idea to have it sprial bound as it lays flat

when you open it. Well done! Great job. This will be giving me years of pleasure.

As a long time fan of Led Zeppelin this songbook is amazing. Great insight and learning tool for their

music.
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